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Team Building
 
Interactive Learning
 
Project Based Curriculum
 
Skilled Educators
 
Holistic Development
 
World Class Facilities

Welcome to 
ENPEE International School

The ENPEE campus covers over 5 acres 

surrounded by lush greenery and a serene 

atmosphere suitable for learning. At the 

heart of our campus, ENPEE International 

school spans an incredible area of over 

40,000 sq.ft in its Phase – I, starting from 

Academic year – 2019-2020

To emerge as the most preferred institution 

offering Quality Education , matching 

international standards.

 To enable, energise and enhance young 

minds through new learning to conquer 

excellence.

To become role model in setting standards of 

Quality Education.

 To build ably qualified, skilful & dedicated 

Teaching Fraternity.

 To impart education of highest standards to 

all socio-economic sections of society in 

fulfilment of Corporate Social Responsibility.

 To provide a safe, secure and Children-

friendly Environment.

 To design and roll over robust and ultra-

modern Infrastructure Facilities.

 To expand the foot-print to nearby districts 

by establishing similar schools to serve local 

community.

Secular Campus

Highly Committed and Qualified 
Educators

Your Child's second home in an air-
conditioned ambience

State-of-the-Art Labs for all Curricula

Mixed Age Group Activity Studio

Mobile App enabling parents, students 
and staff to stay connected at all times

Child-friendly and Participatory 
Classrooms 

Digital Eyes all across the Campus

Community days, Parent Engagement 
Programs and Coffee mornings to 
involve parents

Regular Professional Development and 
other educational as well as Recreational 
Programs for our passionate Educators 
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We are highly passionate about our Core Values
KNOWLEDGE  INNOVATION  EXCELLENCE

What Makes Us 
Different

Our VISION Our MISSION A wide range of extra-Curricula

Air-conditioned and GPS enabled school 
transport with dedicated caretakers

SPORTS ACADEMY 
with Advanced Sports Assessment and 
Facility by Professionals

Basket Ball 

 

Cricket

 

Badminton
 

Athletics

Aerobics

 

A Place for Nurturing Young Talents in Mind
and Physique 

Trained by qualified and experienced 
Master Coach and Umpire.
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TEACHING & LEARNING 
METHODOLOGIES

Developmentally
Appropriate

Experiential Learning
techniques

Pro-active Literacy Strategies & 
Collaborative Learning 

Interactive
Approach

Thematic and Project
based Learning 

 thus enabling Learners to get involved, explore 
and enrich their understanding

strategies to establish links between different 
subjects aiding cross curricular learning and 
understanding

applied across all subjects

Appropriate Technology-based learning to aid in sharing added information

learning methodologies spanning Multiple 
Intelligences, firmly acknowledging the belief 
that every child is unique and every child can 
learn

to reassure our belief that Learners learn their 
best when allowed to discover and experiment 
with their own ideas with Educators’ assistance

The Architecture of the School is planned in such a way that it is subservient to reflect the values of the 
loca or the pupils who love the peace of the open land. Educa
classroom. And the whole design is based upon the concept “LESS is MORE.

DESIGN 
PHILOSOPHY 

Good appearance always brings eyes closer
Eleva al 

act on the basis of the site loca

KARAIKAL being an erstwhile French Colony, has 
its own style of architecture for centuries.

The concept seamlessly merges tr alues 
with modern civiliza

The eleva eflects the na
of the land.

EMPATHY and 
FOCUS 

Château Français
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Our
Curriculum

Our
MARINER’S STAR

Knowing about Child 
development & 
learning

At ENPEE, we offer CBSE method of 
education. We believe in providing ‘Effective 
Early Education’, through Developmentally 
Appropriate practice , with three core 
considerations as given by the NAEYC

At ENPEE, our well-trained educator will be dedicated 
towards

We have carefully handpicked our collection 
of books for the effective learning of our 
children, from chosen authors. As we are to 
be affiliated to the CBSE, we have included 
NCERT books to aid in their learning. We 
ensure an effective balance between 
linguistic, arithmetic & scientific learning 
and also offer various linguistic platforms 
ranging from Tamil, Arabic, French & Hindi.

Knowing what is 
individually 
Appropriate

Knowing what is 
culturally 
Appropriate

These five guidelines helps a teacher to act as a ‘Mariner’s Star’ to guide children in their 
journey to learn the best.

Creating a caring community of learners

 Planning curriculum to achieve important goals

 Teaching to enhance development & training

 Assessing Children’s development and learning

 Establishing reciprocal relationships with families

 ENPEE follows the CBSE method of education, offering various languages such as Tamil, French, Arabic 
and Hindi to its learners

Early Childhood education is the child’s first 
step towards social engagement. This 
prepares toddlers through Experiential 
learning activities, making real life 
connections. Our program is based largely on 
the developmentally appropriate practice 
thereby delivering the right curriculum at the 
right age

Our CBSE method of education through Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation(CCE) is a curricular 
initiative shifting emphasis from assessment to holistic learning. We follow the NCERT books, which 
supplements the learning process at ENPEE. Our friendly & welcoming classrooms offer children the 
space to learn the right way.

The role of Early Childhood & Primary 
education is to ensure overall development 
in a child, which means attention must be 
paid to both cognitive & intellectual aspects 
as well as social & emotional development of 
a child. At ENPEE, Our Kindergarten 
programs provide the child with Academic 
and overall readiness to step into the world 
of Primary education, from Early years. 

Offers the 
following programs 
for the Academic Year 2019-2020

PRE K.G

Class 1to VIII

L.K.G

We believe in leading a child to the highest broad-based development 
mentally, physically, spiritually, socially and emotionally
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Robotics

In today’s’ technology-driven world, it’s important now more 
than ever to prepare students for the future. Teaching 
robotics to young students throughout their schooling can 
increase their ability to be creative and innovative thinkers 
and more productive members of society. 

ENPEE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL has recognized 
the importance of robotics in the classroom we train 
our students the basics of robotics, we can open a whole 
new world to them and exciting opportunities that they
wouldn’t have access to otherwise.


